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Response to SDGs, ESG investments, and the like has become a new core task for corporate management, and environmental 
issues have become deeply related to companies’ management stargates.  In Japan, all industries need to create effects never seen 
before by mutual coordination in addition to making their own ceaseless efforts in order to achieve the CO2 reduction targets 
of 900 million tons/year in 2030 (26% reduction over 2013) and 200 million tons/year in 2050 (80% reduction) promoted 
in the “Plan on Global Warming Countermeasures” (approved by cabinet in May 2016)1) as an implementation plan for the 
COP21 Paris Agreement.  In the super-smart Society 5.02) advocated by the Cabinet Office, cities that are comfortable to live 
in and are highly efficient with low environmental burden are aimed for by optimizing the value chain of social infrastructure.   
I work with an aim of innovating electric power and energy infrastructure and achieving a society of the future expanding 
from that.  Railways, which are deeply connected to electric power and energy, are another core infrastructure.  And I am 
always thinking that higher-level linkage of those two major infrastructures could make a major contribution to Society 5.0 
as we consider a vision of Japan’s future where declining population and aging of society are unavoidable.

This article considers what contributions can be expected to cities of the future from a perspective of contributions to 
Society 5.0 such as environmental management and new value chain by further improvement of “transportation”, “energy” 
and “service” that railways pursue, starting with the stations (points) and track and rolling stock (lines) owned by railways as 
well as linkage, merger, and expansion with others in terms of communities and cities (surfaces). 

2. Contribution to Super-smart Society 5.0 Expected of Railways

Railways have an overwhelmingly small environmental burden out of all energy-using means of transport, and they can thus 
likely be said to have already made a large social contribution3)4) to the environment (Fig. 1).  Lessening of carbon emissions 
by electric power sources will proceed with expanded use of renewable energy, and this will lead to further decarbonization.  
Based on this, what is expected as further contribution of railways to a super-smart society?  I would like to consider 
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this based on the physical characteristics of railways that they carry people while incorporating analogies with my area of 
specialty, electric power networks that carry electricity.

Electric power networks were created based on the idea of delivering electricity to everyone as the foundation of living and 
social activities of people.  Electricity made in power plants is sent by “lines” of power transmission facilities to transformers 
that are base “points” of the community and finally delivered to users by distribution “lines”.  However, in recent years, users 
are evolving from consumers of electricity to prosumers with them owning themselves electric facilities such as those for solar 
power generation and cogeneration and storage batteries where electricity can be stored and delivered.  And popularization 
of electric vehicles is expected, which means the appearance of moving storage batteries.  In other words, venues for creating 
and using electricity can be said to be expanding in a “surface-like” manner.  And electric power systems are expected 
to evolve from their traditional form by such expansion from line and point to surface, and various never-before-seen 
coordination and new services5) are expected to come about. 

So, what about railways?  Like with electricity, railways were constructed as infrastructure that supports the foundations 
of living and social activities, but as a means of transport.  
In modernization, it can probably be said that public and 
commercial facilities, intermodal passenger transport, 
housing, and the like were built with railways as starting points 
for urban development.  However, a population decline is sure 
to occur in Japan, and urban redevelopment and reduction of 
governmental costs and social costs is a major issue, especially 
in provincial areas.  In light of this situation, railways are likely 
expected to play an active role as a core to solving major issues 
faced by fulfilling their original roles and linking closely with 
reforms occurring in society.  In other words, coordinating 
with government and other parties concerned with urban 
planning and creating expansion in a “surface-like” manner 
while further heightening decarbonization and convenience 
at facilities owned by railways, such as stations (points) and 
rolling stock and track (lines), will be key measures.

3. Expanding Value of “Transportation”, “Energy” and “Service” from
a Point, Line, and Surface Perspective in Railways

Here I would like to consider the value chain of points (stations), lines (tracks) and surfaces (cities) created with railway networks 
as a starting point, as touched on in the previous chapter. 

Fig. 2 shows bold prospects for making the city 
smart and decarbonized, expanding from future 
railway systems, and an image of a super-smart 
city.  It shows introduction of zero energy buildings 
(ZEB)6) at station bases and implementation of energy 
circulation and coordinated control as elements of 
decarbonization at tracks and along lines.  Moreover, 
coordination with intermodal passenger transport 
and contribution to countermeasures against disasters 
(achievement of local business continuity plans (BCP)) 
are examples of deployment of services expanding with 
stations as a starting point, and by that going through 
information networks, a “value chain of points, lines, 
and surfaces” is created. 

The following explains decarbonization of stations 

Fig. 1  Comparison of CO2 Emissions of Various Modes of Transport 
when Carrying One Person for 1 km (calculated based on reference 4)
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(points), tracks and rolling stock (lines), and cities, regions, and neighborhoods (surfaces) as well as service coordination by 
value chains, centering on items covered above. 

3.1  Making Buildings to be ZEB: Environmental Contribution of Points
Approx. 20% of energy of the railway as a whole is consumed by air conditioning, lighting, and the like of station buildings.  
Here I will introduce ZEB technology, which has been receiving attention in recent years as a measure to reduce that 
consumption.  

ZEB is an effort to make energy consumed by building facilities, including that produced by in-house generation, a net 
zero, and it is classified in three stages and defined according to performance.

ZEB Ready: Building facility that reduced annual energy consumed by buildings by 50% or more over standard 
Nearly ZEB: That which reduced annual energy consumed by 75% or more over standard 
ZEB: That which reduced annual energy consumed by 100% or more over standard
In order to meet those requirements, overall response such as improving building facility insulation, making equipment 

in the building more efficient, and making operation efficient in particular is necessary.  And concurrent use of renewable 
energy sources such as solar power generation equipment is especially imperative for achieving ZEB.  It is thought that 
there will also demands for station commercial buildings to be ZEB, and possible measures are to make the most of the 
architectural structure and...

·   Utilize underground spaces and the like and make the facility as a whole be highly airtight and have high insulation 
(improvement of building performance)

·   Introduce highly efficient air conditioning systems that utilize geothermal heat, introduce LED lighting with dimming 
control, etc. (improve device efficiency)

·   Predict number of passengers and congestion level and flexibly adjust air condition load by means such as area limitation 
and localized heating/cooling (improve operation)

·   Introduce a high-level building energy management system (BEMS) and achieve overall optimization by means such 
as demand control, demand response, and multiple-building management (make energy management more advanced)

·   Install solar panels in unused space such as around stations and on roofs and trade environmental value on markets 
(future) (introduce renewable energy and maximize its use) (Note 1)

Note 1: In Japan’s current ZEB certification system, external procurement of renewable energy is not taken into 
consideration, but future expansion of the system is being discussed. 

3.2  Increased Efficiency of Railway Rolling Stock, Energy Circulation and Coordinated Control between 
Railways and Stations, Contribution to Power Network: Environmental Contribution of Lines

80% of railway system energy is consumed by rolling stock and the feeder and transforming/receiving equipment that 
supplies electric power to them.  Japan boasts some of the world’s highest level of technology for making railway rolling stock 
more efficient by high-efficiency motors and the latest power semiconductor devices in rolling stock drive systems.  And in 
the future, load leveling by propagation of storage batteries to wayside feeder equipment, energy circulation and coordinated 
control with electric power loads of railway equipment and multiple station buildings, and contributions to the transmission 
and distribution system by coordinated operation (adjusting power) with electric power systems past the receiving end 
are expected.  For example, in areas with much solar power introduced, it would be desirable to propagate coordinated 
control functions such as demand response where the load is temporarily increased to make effective use excess power 
generation when sunny.  Similarly, there are expectations for leveling the electric power load of railway facilities as a whole 
by coordinated control including railway track-side load to handle daily patterns of load in individual station buildings and 
load fluctuation according to outdoor air conditions and number of users. (Note 2)

Note 2: Receiving power at feeders and at station commercial buildings generally involves separate electrical power 
contracts, so modifications of equipment and methodology in electric power circulation, adjustment of conditions of 
contracts with electric power companies, and the like are required.

3.3  Decarbonization from Stations and Railway Lines to the City as a Whole: Environmental Contribution 
of Surfaces

A future is expected where cities, regions, and communities are decarbonated by coordination between stations, rolling 
stock, track equipment, and surrounding demand equipment.  In that, the role of a community energy management system 
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(CEMS) that controls multiple facilities and groups of equipment becomes important.  For example, the scale of effective use 
of excess electric power by the aforementioned renewable energy, energy circulation among station commercial buildings, 
energy conservation of individual facilities, making ZEB, demand control, and demand response can be expected to be 
sufficiently large, so an even larger effect can likely be produced by doing that enclosed in the scope of the railway system.

Railways of the future are expected to promote electrification of elements of intermodal passenger transport such as 
streetcars and fixed-route buses, of taxis and community buses, and of even future end-user-operated modes of transport 
such as compact mobility vehicles.  And they are also expected to contribute to the mobile value chain as well by utilizing 
Internet of Things (IoT) and Mobility as a Service (MaaS) technology7).  And in decarbonization of logistics as well as 
passenger transport, promotion of a modal shift8) where trucks are replaced with freight trains is desirable.

Moreover, constructing micro grids by installing large in-house generation equipment and storage batteries, solar 
generation equipment set up along tracks and in station spaces, and self-operated power lines utilizing spaces along tracks 
can contribute to enhancing resilience of the community as a whole.  That can consequently contribute to urban planning 
for safety and peace of mind, by means such as accepting in station spaces those who would have difficulty going home 
after a disaster, in addition to securing business continuity in times of disaster.  In such efforts, fully utilizing ICT and 
coordinating closely with government agencies and the like in mechanisms for linking systems and information and building 
those is crucial.

4. Conclusion

This paper has covered, regarding contributions of railways to the future society, expectations for improvement of 
environmental friendliness and convenience as the core of urban functions and advancement into low-carbon super-smart 
cities.  This is presented from the perspective of station bases (points), rolling stock and track (lines), and cities and areas 
expanding from that (surfaces).  In the society of the future, it is particularly important for railways to be the core to 
strengthening coordination with all sectors, including government, commerce, and intermodal passenger transport, creating 
new services, and creating value chains sought in Society 5.0.  Waseda University too is working day in and day out on 
research activities for realizing such a smart society.9)   

Railways have many ardent fans, something I am always envious about.  I have a feeling that collaboration with such 
people and creating ideas will bring about new developments.  I would like to close by expressing my great expectations for 
the young generation to aim for sectors they feel attracted to and delve into those with a desire to make them their life work, 
thereby leading to creation of new technologies and developments coordinating and merging with other sectors in the path 
to a bright society of the future.
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